
Their uPVC sliding sash windows are designed to replicate authentic windows, providing
slim sightlines, maximised glass panes and pleasing aesthetics. We would highly
recommend this company, both for the quality of their products, and also the friendly
professional staff. There are a range of pros and cons for both of these windows. Repairing
a broken cord requires disassembling parts of the window frame. This is where we come to
the distinct advantage of sash windows, the most efficient windows style, providing four
times more ventilation than casement style windows. Many people find it hard to dress their
casement windows appropriately, not wanting to obscure them whilst still needing the privacy
that window dressings afford.

The occasional wipe with a wet cloth should be enough to clean up a dirty window frame and
you dont need to concern yourself with repainting, varnishing, sanding or anything else like
that. Where there is limited room for a deep window, Mock Sash Casements are a good
alternative. From composite windows to beautiful conservatories, our friendly experts will
take on any challenge, and you can count on us for free estimates. We have years of
experience in assisting local homeowners with excellent products. Our windows are
fabricated using the most innovative processes, making them robust and hard-wearing as
well as ensuring that they offer superb performance. Floor-length curtains are probably some
of the most versatile of window dressings for the timber casement windows in your home.

For other rooms, standard windows and trickle vents are used. To ensure the protection of
yourself and your loved ones, our uPVC Sliding Sash Windows come complete with the
most robust stainless steel locks. Compared with other windows, aluminium windows are
highly energy efficient and insulating but many won't believe it. Most modern windows offer
superb energy efficiency and could help save you money on your heating bills every month.
Double Glazed Units, Glass & Mirrors can be supply only or installed by our team. The
process of draught proofing and refurbishment of a sash windows is now avaliable for you to
check out.

Very competitive prices though not the cheapest but decided to use this company as Alan
was not at all pushy like other well known companies and was very knowledgeable on the
products he was selling and what style would suit our property. When restoring your
windows, we can fit draught seals, leading to virtual draught exclusion. This window has
narrower double-glazing so that it is much harder to spot that it has two panes of glass. Just
had a new front door fitted and all involved went over and above to complete a professional
installation. Thanks to them, you can invest in something truly priceless. New double glazed
sash windows work brilliantly in living rooms where darkness is not a priority, and allow for
privacy whilst still letting in natural light.

There are many different factors to consider when deciding whether a conservatory. A very
popular variation includes horizontally sliding sash windows, also known as Yorkshire sash
windows or slider windows. The leaded windows look really good and very much in
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